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The Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida interaction between magnetic impurities in single-walled nanotubes
is studied in the framework of a free electron model. It is found that the interaction decays inversely as axial
separation between the impurities as in the case of a purely one-dimensional system. The key feature found is
that the inverse-distance interaction is modulated by a nonperiodic function that depends on the sizesradiusd of
the tube. Implications for magnetically doped nanotubes are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubessCNTsd, ever since their discovery by
Ijima,1 have held the interest of scientists and technologists
due to their amazing and unconventional properties. The ex-
otic physical properties of CNTs include an elastic modulus
exceeding that of steel by an order of magnitude, and elec-
tronic properties such as ballistic conduction brought about
by a quasi one-dimensional geometry.2

CNTs can be single-walled or multi-walled.2 The structure
of CNTs can be visualized as “roll up” of graphene sheets.
This model not only explains the physical structure of CNTs
but also provides for an understanding of the electronic
structure. The nanotube is described by a chiral vectorC
=na1+ma2 whose magnitude is proportional to the tube di-
ametersa1,a2 are the basis vectors of the graphene sheet2d.
The tube is metallic ifsn−md /3 is an integer.2–5 These pre-
dictions have been verified experimentally, for example, by
tunneling spectroscopyssee the review by Odomet al.6 and
references thereind.

Transport experiments on CNTs have resulted in a variety
of observations. Metallic single-walled tubessin the form of
single tubes or ropesd are known to exhibit ballistic
conduction,7 Coulomb blockade,8 Luttinger liquid behavior,9

etc., under different conditions. Semiconducting nanotubes
exhibit high carrier mobilities.10 The ability to make both
metallic and semiconducting nanotubes with the same tech-
nology, along with their attractive electronic properties, have
provided on impetus to the emerging area of nanotube
electronics.11

The physics of magnetic impurities in a carbon nanotube
was investigated experimentally by Odomet al.12 The pres-
ence of magnetic Co clusters on the nanotube produced a
Kondo type resonance. These experiments have motivated
several theoretical investigations of a single magnetic impu-
rity in CNTs.13,14 In this context, an interesting question
arises regarding the interaction of two spatially separated
magnetic impurities in a metallic CNT, mediated by the con-
duction electrons. Understanding the physics of the magnetic
interaction between impurities in a metallic CNT might pro-
vide clues to making magnetic carbon nanotubes which
could find an application in spintronic devices. Further, it is
of interest to study the dependence of the Ruderman-Kittel-

Kasuya-YoshidasRKKY d interaction on the tube radius. The
aim of this paper, therefore, is to address the question of the
interaction between magnetic impurities in nanotubes.

The interaction between magnetic impurities, called the
RKKY interaction, in solids is a well researched topic. It was
first studied in the context of the exchange interaction be-
tween nuclear magnetic moments by Ruderman and Kittel15

followed by Kasuya16 and Yoshida17 in the context of the
exchange interaction between magnetic impurities in solids.
An insightful review by Van Vleck18 clarified many subtle
issues relating to the RKKY interaction in three dimensions.
The summary article by Kittel19 is especially useful in the
present context since it discusses the RKKY interaction in
different dimensions. This review19 contained an errorscor-
rected in a very brief erratumd for the one-dimensional case
and was later clarified by Yafet.20 All these calculations are
based on the free electron model, and the main result is that
at large separationr between the impurities the interaction
behaves asTs2kfrd / rd in d dimensions wherekf is the mag-
nitude of the Fermi wave vector. The periodic functionTs·d
is coss·d in d=1,3 and sins·d in d=2. This work derives the
RKKY interaction in nanotubes, especially the asymptotic
behavior at large separation between the impurities. To this
end, the electronic states in the nanotube are modeled using
free electron theory since the long range behavior is unaf-
fected by the details of the true band structure in metallic
tubes.

The paper is organized as follows. The next sectionsSec.
II d contains the band structure of the free electron nanotube,
and the calculation of the RKKY interaction in nanotubes.
Results are presented in Sec. III; this section also contains
the asymptotic result for the interaction at large separation.
The paper is concluded with a discussion in Sec. IV. Details
of calculations, not important to follow the main text, are
relegated to the Appendix.

II. CALCULATION OF RKKY INTERACTION
IN NANOTUBES

This section has two parts. The first partsSec. II Ad con-
tains a discussion of the band structure of the free electron
nanotube and is followed in the secondsSec. II Bd by the
calculation of the RKKY interaction.



A. Free electron nanotube: Electronic structure

The single-walled nanotube considered here is of radiusR
and axial periodicityL. Points on the tube are denoted by
sX,ud, whereX is the axial coordinate andu is the angle
along the circumference of the tube. The single particle en-
ergy eigenstates are described by two quantum numbersK
and n which represent the axial momentumsalong theX
directiond and the rotational angular momentum. In terms of
dimensionless variablesx=X/R,k=RK, the energy eigenval-
ues and eigenstates are

EK,n = Eoek,n =
q2

2meR
2sk2 + n2d, s1d

sme is the electron mass,Eo=q2/2meR
2d and

ck,nsx,ud =
1

Î2pL
eiskx+nud, s2d

wherek=2plR/L, and l andn are integers.
The dimensionless density of statesgsed is given by

gsed =
1

2p
SL

R
D o

n=−`

`
Qse − n2d
Îe − n2

, s3d

where Qsjd=1,∀j.0, =0,∀jø0. For a densityS sthe
number per unit area of the tube surfaced of electrons, the
dimensionless Fermi energye f schemical potential at zero
temperatured is given by the solution of the equation

1

p
o

n=−`

`

Qse f − n2dÎe f − n2 = 2pr, r = R2S. s4d

Clearly, the physics of the free electron nanotube is governed
by a single dimensionless numberr which is a product of the
square of the nanotube radiusR and the electron densityS.
Since S is usually fixed in nanotubes,r is taken here to
depend on the radius and is called the size parameter.

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the Fermi energye f on
the size parameterr. The kinks in the curve occur at those
values of the size parameter at which new angular momen-
tum bands become occupied. Associated with each occupied
band, there is a Fermi wavevector given by

kfn = Îe f − n2, n = − Nf,…,Nf , s5d

and is shown schematically in the inset of Fig. 1. The highest
occupied angular momentum band is denoted byNf.

For a givenr, the Fermi energye f, the highest occupied
angular momentum bandNf, and the Fermi wave vectorskfn
describe the electronic structure of the free electron nano-
tube.

B. The RKKY interaction

The RKKY interaction is obtained in two steps.21 First,
the spin susceptibility of the nanotube free electron gas is
determined using perturbation theory. The spin susceptibility
is then used to determine the RKKY interaction.

To determine the spin susceptibility, the perturbing
Hamiltonian is taken as

HB = − gmBs ·B, s6d

whereB is the magnetic field,s is the electron spin operator
and other symbols have usual meanings.21 The magnetic field
may be inhomogeneous; in particular, for the calculation of
the spin susceptibility, the magnetic fieldsonly nonvanishing
z component is consideredd is taken to have the form

Bzsx,ud =
1

2
sBq,me−isqx+mud + B−q,−meisqx+mudd. s7d

The spin susceptibility due to the magnetic fields7d is calcu-
lated to be

xssq,md

=
gmB

8p2E0
o

n=−Nf

Nf E
−kfn

kfn

dkS 1

ek−q,n−m − ek,n
+

1

ek+q,n+m − ek,n
D

=
gmB

8p2E0
o

n=−Nf

Nf 1

2q
SlnU sq + kfnd2 + sn − md2 − e f

sq − kfnd2 + sn − md2 − e f
U

+ lnU sq + kfnd2 + sn + md2 − e f

sq − kfnd2 + sn + md2 − e f
UD , s8d

such that the spin density isssx,ud=xssq,mdBzsx,ud for the
magnetic field ins7d.

The susceptibility pertaining to the RKKY interaction is
obtained when the magnetic field is set to a delta function,
i.e., Bzsx,ud=B0dsxddsud. In this scenario, the spin density is
ssx,ud=xssx,udB0. The susceptibilityxssx,ud is related to
xssq,md via

xssx,ud =
1

s2pd2 o
m=−`

` E
−`

`

dq eisqx+mudxssq,md. s9d

The interaction of magnetic impurities with the conduc-
tion electrons is given by thes-d type Hamiltonian22 as

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Dimensionless Fermi energye f as a func-
tion of the size parameterr. The inset shows schematically the
Fermi wave vectors in different bandsskf2,−kf2 not shownd. Angu-
lar momentum quantum numberssnd of different bands are as indi-
cated in the inset.



Hsd= − JE dx dussx,ud ·Ssx,ud, s10d

wheressx,ud is the spin field andSsx,ud is the impurity spin
field given by

Ssx,ud = o
p

Spdsx − xpddsu − upd; s11d

sxp,upd are the coordinates of thepth impurity, andSp is its
spin operator.J is the magnetic coupling between the elec-
tron spin and the impurity spin. The second order perturba-
tion theory of s10d gives the RKKY Hamiltonian for the
impurity spins,

HRK KY = o
p,r

jsxp − xr,up − urdSp ·Sr . s12d

The RKKY interactionjsx,ud is related to the spin suscepti-
bility s9d via

jsx,ud =
J2

gmB
xssx,ud =

J2

32p4E0
Jsx,ud. s13d

The final result for the dimensionless RKKY interaction ob-
tained usings9d is

Jsx,ud = H0sxd + 2o
m=1

`

cossmudHmsxd, s14d

whereH0sxd and Hmsxd are functions defined insA12d sthe
Appendixd.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows contour plots ofJsx,ud on the surface of
the nanotube. Several points are noted. First,Jsx,ud shows

strong oscillationsspositive sign implies anti-ferromagnetic
coupling and negative, ferromagneticd. Second, the absolute
value of the interaction falls with increasingx. Third, there is
strong angular dependence even at large distances;Jsx,ud is
a strong function ofu. Finally, with increasingr sor increas-
ing Rd, the short range behavior is expected to be like that of
a two-dimensional system. This is indeed seen in the case of
r=5 sFig. 2d for x near 1 andu near 0.

The interesting question at this juncture is the behavior of
Jsx,ud for large separation,x→`. It is evident froms14d
that the asymptotic behavior is determined by that of the
functionsHmsxd. For all m.M, sA12d and sA11d show that
Hmsxd go to zero exponentially asx→`. M is calculated to
be Nf +Îe f. With this observation and other results of the
Appendix, the asymptotic behavior of Jsx,ud is found to be

Jasx,ud =
Tsx,ud

x
. s15d

Tsx,ud is given by

1

2p
Tsx,ud = o

n=−Nf

Nf cosskfnxd
kfn

+ o
m=1

M

cossmudF o
n=−Nf

Nf

Qs− a+d

3Scos„skfn − Îua+udx…

kfn − Îua+u
+

cos„skfn + Îua+udx…

kfn + Îua+u
D

+ o
n=−Nf

Nf

Qs− a−dScos„skfn − Îua−udx…

kfn − Îua−u

+
cos„skfn + Îua−udx…

kfn + Îua−u
DG , s16d

with a±=sn±md2−e f. It is noted thatTsx,ud is completely
determined by the specification ofr which fixese f etc. Fur-
ther, for a givenu ,Tsx,ud is not a periodic functionof x
since, in general,kfn and kfn−Îua±u are not multiples of a
single wave vectork0. sThis is also true ofkfns for different
values ofn.d Thus, relations15d shows that the RKKY inter-
action has an asymptotic nature similar to the 1D case with
the crucial difference that the oscillating modulation function
is not periodic and is determined by the size of the nanotube
svia the parameterrd. A comparison ofs14d and s15d is
shown in Fig. 3 forr=1.0.

Relations s14d–s16d are readily interpreted in terms of
particle-hole excitations. The first term ins14d and s16d are
terms whose contributions arise from particle-hole excita-
tions that occur in the same angular momentum band, i.e.,
the intraband particle-hole excitations. The second term in
s14d and s16d are contributions that arise frominterband
particle-hole excitations, and as is evident froms14d, contri-
butions to this arise from all possible angular momentum
bands. The nonperiodicity ofTsx,ud may now be readily
understood. As noted before, the Fermi wavevectors of the
occupied bandskfn are not simple multiples of a common
wavevectork0. Thus, the intraband contribution to the inter-
action by itself leads to an asymptotic nonperiodic modulat-
ing function. The interband contribution further accentuates
the nonperiodic behavior for the same reasonkfn and kfn

FIG. 2. sColor onlined The dimensionless RKKY interaction
Jsx,ud for two different values ofr. All lengths are normalized by
the radiusR; x=X/R is the dimensionless axial coordinate.



−Îua±u are not multiples of a commonk0d. It is also noted
that the angular dependence of the interaction arises solely
from the interband particle-hole excitations;this is another
feature of the nanotube that is absent in the simple 1D case.

IV. DISCUSSION

The main result of the present calculation is that the
asymptotic behavior of the RKKY interaction in nanotubes
scales asTsx,ud /x. All size effectsseffects of radiusRd are
absorbed in the functionTsx,ud. This is not altogether unex-
pected due to the quasi-one-dimensional nature of nanotubes.
However, the new feature is thatTsx,ud is not a periodic
function of x for a givenu.

The present calculation assumes that the magnetic impu-
rities bind to the wall of the nanotubefas is evident from
s11dg. However, the results can be easily generalized to other
configurations. For example, if the impurities are located
along the axis of the tube, the RKKY interaction is given by
just the first term ofs14d; the asymptotic behavior is given by
Tsxd /x whereTsxd is the sin generald nonperiodic function
obtained from the first term ofs16d. Clearly,Tsxd is periodic
only if Nf =0, i.e., only when the lowest angular momentum
band is occupied; in the general case,Tsxd is nonperiodic.
This may be contrasted with the purely one-dimensional
result.20

These results may have interesting implications for a long
nanotube doped randomly with magnetic impurities. Since
the function Tsx,ud is nonperiodic, it is possible that the
effective coupling of a given impurity with all the other im-
purities effectively cancels. Thus, it is possible each mag-
netic impurity will behave independently of others, suggest-
ing that a magnetically doped nanotube will not show strong
magnetoresistance effects. At larger concentrations, the non-
periodic nature ofTsx,ud is likely to leave the magnetic im-
purities in a glassy state when the couplings do not cancel,
suggesting that magnetically doped nanotubes could be inter-
esting systems to study quasi-one-dimensional spin glasses.

The present work is based on a simple free electron pic-
ture which predicts the asymptotic behavior at large dis-
tances, and in particular obtains analytical results for the

RKKY interaction as a function of the tube radius. These
results are not specific to carbon nanotubes, but applicable to
any metallic single-walled tubes. In the specific case of CNT,
as noted in the Introduction, the electronic structure is
strongly influenced by the chirality of the tube, and not de-
termined solely by the radius. Further detailed work is nec-
essary to uncover the influence of chirality, and associated
electronic band structure on the nature of the interaction and
this issue will be addressed in a subsequent publication.
While these factors will determine the short range behavior
and the approach to the asymptotic limit, it is clear that such
a detailed calculation will give long distance asymptotic re-
lations similar to those derived here. Another promising line
of investigation would be to probe the effect of electron in-
teractions and associated correlation physicssLuttinger liq-
uid behaviord on the RKKY interaction.
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APPENDIX: MATHEMATICAL DETAILS

1. FunctionsS„a,x… and R„k ,b,x…

In this section, two functionsS and R, necessary for the
calculation of the RKKY interaction, are defined:

Ssa,xd = 2p sgnsadSp

2
− SisuauxdD , sA1d

where sgnsad is the sign ofa and zero ifa=0:

Rsk,b,xd = − 4pE
0

b

dj
k cosskxd + j sinskxd

k2 + j2 e−jx sk,b ù 0d.

sA2d

For x→` ,SandR have asymptotic formulasfup toOs1/x2dg

Sasa,xd = 2p sgnsadScossuauxd
uaux

+
sinsuauxd

a2x2 D , sA3d

Rask,b,xd = − 4pScosskxd
kx

+
sinskxd

k2x2 D . sA4d

2. The function G„k ,a ,x…

The determination ofxssx,ud from xssq,md in s9d requires
integrals of the form

Gsk,a,xd =E
−`

`

dq
eiqx

q
lnU sq + kd2 + a

sq + kd2 + a
U , sA5d

with k,x.0,a any real number. This integral is evaluated
separately for the two cases,aø0 anda.0.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined A comparison ofJsx,0d andJasx,0d for
r=1.0.



a. aÏ0

For this case,Gsk,a ,xd can be recast as

Gsk,a,xd =E
−`

`

dq
eiqx

q
lnUq + sk − Î− ad

q − sk − Î− ad
U

+E
−`

`

dq
eiqx

q
lnUq + sk + Î− ad

q − sk + Î− ad
U = Ssk − Î− a,xd

+ Ssk + Î− a,xd. sA6d

Yafet20 has evaluated an integral of the type above; the result
in the present case is expressed in terms of theS function
defined insA1d.

b. a.0

Whena is positive, the numerator and denominator of the
logarithmic argument has zeros in both the upper and lower
half planes of the complexq space. This entails a careful
treatment of the branch cuts of the ln function. An integral of
the type

Isk,a,xd =E
−`

`

dq
eiqx

q
lnusq − kd2 + au sA7d

can be evaluated by noting that

E
c

dq
eiqx

q
flnsq − k + iÎad + lnsq − k − iÎadg = 0, sA8d

where C=A+B+C+D+E+F+G+H is the contour shown in
Fig. 4. This relation follows from the fact that for the branch
cut for lnsq−k− iÎad is chosen as shown in Fig. 4, the inte-
grand is analytic in the upper half plane avoiding the cut. The

branch cut of lnsq−k+ iÎad can be chosen such that the con-
tour C does not cross it. From the relationsA8d, it follows
that sP denotes principal valued

Isk,a,xd = − 2pi PE
−`

k

dq
eiqx

q
− pi PE

−`

`

dq
eiqx

q
+ pislnuk2 + a2u

+ 3pid + 2pE
0

Îa

dj
eisk+ijdx

k + ij
, sA9d

where the first two terms are contributions fromA,C, andG
sFig. 4d, the third term is fromB, and the last fromD andF.
Contributions fromE andH vanish. Form a similar expres-
sion for Is−k,a ,xd fthe same asIsk,a ,xd with k set to −k,
except the third term haspi instead of 3pig, it follows that

Gsk,a,xd = 2Ssk,xd + Rsk,Îa,xd, sA10d

whereS andR are functions defined insA1d and sA2d.

c. Asymptotic formulas

RelationssA6d and sA10d complete the evaluation of the
functionG. It is also useful to record the asymptotic behavior
of theG function asx→`. These can be easily inferred from
the relationssA3d and sA4d.

Gask,a,xd

= 52pScossk − Îuaudx

sk − Îuaudx
+

cossk + Îuaudx

sk + Îuaudx
D , a ø 0

0, a . 0,
6

sA11d

where only terms of Os1/xd are retained. Whena
.0,Gsk,a ,xd→0 exponentially asx→`.

3. The function Hm„x…

This function is defined as

Hmsxd =
1

2 o
n=−Nf

Nf

„Gskfn,sn − md2 − e f,x…

+ G„kfn,sn + md2 − e f,xd…, sA12d

where the functionG is defined in sA6d and sA10d.
Asymptotic formulas forHm can be obtained fromsA11d. It
is noted that whenm.Nf +Îe f ,Hmsxd tends to zero exponen-
tially as x→` as is inferred fromsA11d.
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